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Singtel and Ericsson pave the
way for consumer connected
device solutions at Mobile World
Congress 2017


Showcasing co-developed Assured+ solution, an integrated universal consumer IoT
solution



Trials for Singtel mobile subscribers set to begin in Q3 2017

Singtel and Ericsson (NASDAQ:ERIC) are presenting their Assured+ Consumer Connected
Device Solution (Assured+) at Mobile World Congress 2017, in Barcelona, Spain,
demonstrating how they are leading the way with tomorrow’s IoT technology and use cases.
The demonstration, at Ericsson Hall 2, is a showcase of Singtel and Ericsson’s partnership to
co-create an IoT ecosystem for operators, networks and devices.
Jointly developed by Singtel and Ericsson, Assured+ is an integrated IoT solution that will
support eldercare, connected cars and other emerging IoT applications to provide universal
connected life management for consumers. The solution addresses industry challenges
where the IoT market is fragmented and lacks collaboration. Today, most devices, such as
wearables, connected cars and smart home sensors are managed through specific
applications that are typically place-centric and closed.
Yuen Kuan Moon, Chief Executive Officer, Consumer Singapore, Singtel says: “In order to
realize the full potential of IoT and offer our customers the best user experience, we need to
ensure collaboration between people, devices and networks. Singtel believes an open
ecosystem and the Assured+ solution will enable us to achieve these aims. By integrating
standalone applications into one solution, Assured+ will bring convenience to our customers
and pave the way for more IoT solutions, such as smart home, to be launched in a seamless
manner.”
Per Borgklint, Chief Innovation Officer and head of Business Unit Media, Ericsson says:
“Singtel’s network expertise positions them as leaders of IoT connectivity initiatives. These
advantages combined with their existing relationships with device manufacturers, large
subscriber bases and established retail channels open the door to true IoT industry
transformation opportunities.”
In the Ericsson Mobility Report, it is projected that there will be 18 billion IoT related devices
by 2022. Assured+ will connect devices across existing 3G/4G networks, NB-IoT and LTE
Cat-M. It will help accelerate adoption of these networks while providing fast time-to-market
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for new services. The solution will also provide an open and simplified experience for
developers to add support to new devices and applications.
With a user-friendly interface, Assured+ will give consumers a complete overview of all
connected personal, automotive and home devices, with full control available in the outdoors
and at home. Trials for Singtel mobile customers will begin later this year.

Singtel’s Consumer Singapore CEO, Mr Yuen Kuan Moon, and other
Singtel and Ericsson executives experiencing the Assured+ solution
first-hand with Eric Qian, Head of IOT Innovation, and Per Borglinkt,
Chief Innovation Officer, Ericsson.
Ericsson at Mobile World Congress 2017
Anything can happen on the digital frontier, a promising but undiscovered future. From
February 27 to March 2 in Barcelona, Spain, Ericsson is demonstrating a collaborative
approach and innovative solutions to succeed in this arena.
With our customers and partners, we work across industries, physical boundaries and
perceived limitations. Join us in Hall 2 or online during MWC 2017 and engage in
conversations and demonstrations about our favorite things: 5G; platforms and services for
IT, Cloud, Networks, and TV & Media; connected solutions for industries; the Internet of
Things; and partnering for success.
See you there!
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Ericsson is a world leader in communications technology and services with headquarters in
Stockholm, Sweden. Our organization consists of more than 111,000 experts who provide
customers in 180 countries with innovative solutions and services. Together we are building
a more connected future where anyone and any industry is empowered to reach their full
potential. Net sales in 2016 were SEK 222.6 billion (USD 24.5 billion). The Ericsson stock is
listed on Nasdaq Stockholm and on NASDAQ in New York. Read more
on www.ericsson.com.

